
national Antarctic Glaciology Program, Polar Experi-
ment (P0LEX), DVDP, West Antarctic Streamline Pro-
gram (WASP), Antarctic Sea Ice Program (AsIP), Glaci-
ology of the Antarctic Peninsula (GAP); plans for the
2nd International Permafrost Conference; status of the
panel's report on recommendations for polar research; a
review of the IARCC report. Resolutions were drawn up'
on disposal of radioactive materials and the geographic
location for the RISP drill hole.

The ad hoc working group on antarctic oceanography
met on July 20 and 21, 1972, in Boulder, Colorado, and
again on September 20 to 22, 1972, in Washington,
D.C., to draft their report in response to a National
Science Foundation request. The document was made
available for Academy review in February 1973.

The panel on upper atmospheric physics met on July
17 to 19, 1972, at Stanford University, to make writing
assignments for the preparation of a detailed report on
upper atmospheric physics research in Antarctica. A sec-
ond meeting was held in San Francisco on December 4,
1972, to review the report and to make final changes.
The document was endorsed by the Committee and it
is being prepared for publication.

An ad hoc working group on the unmanned geophysi-
cal observatory (uGo) was established and was com-
posed largely of representatives from interested panels.
The group met in Boulder, Colorado, on September 18,
1972, to prepare a report on the application of the UGO
to antarctic research programs. The published report is
expected to be ready for issue in late 1973.

A meeting of the RISP steering group was held at the
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, on September 22 and
23, 1972. The agenda for the meeting included reviews
of related drilling projects such as DVDP, GISP, and
WASP, the development of the RISP scientific plan, and
fiscal matters. A second meeting was held at the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences on February 10, 1973, to
review the RISP science plan, to consider an environmen-
tal impact appraisal statement as recommended by SCAR,
and to plan future RISP operations. The steering group
concluded that its task largely was completed and pro-
posed to the CPR that it be disbanded.

The joint review panel for AIDJEX held its third and
final meeting in San Francisco, December 8, 1972. Dr.
Norbert Untersteiner, AIDJEX coordinator, called on par-
ticipants to report on the status of the project and to
identify likely problem areas. The panel agreed that
much progress had been made in sharpening the scien-
tific and management foci of AIDJEX and that the ex-
periment had achieved maturity. The panel noted the
highly successful Symposium of Sea-Air Interaction in
the Polar Regions, held during the fall American Geo-
physical Union meetings; over 50 papers were pre-
sented at 5 sessions.

In a letter from Dr. H. Guyford Stever, director of
the National Science Foundation, to Dr. Handler, presi-

dent of the Academy, it was proposed that a new POLEX
panel be formed and be concerned with the implemen-
tation of the GARP objectives in the polar regions by de-
veloping close ties with AIDJEX and the U.S.S.R.-pro-
posed POLEX. Accordingly, the AIDJEX panel was dis-
banded and some of its members were asked to serve on
the new joint POLEX panel. A planning session was held
on December 8, 1972, on determining how AIDJEX and
POLEX might best contribute to GARP's objectives, espe-
cially as related to the first GARP Global Experiment
and to climatic variation. Two working groups were ap-
pointed to deal with the first GARP objective of determi-
nistic forecasting and the second GARP objective of cli-
mate and secular change.

The first full meeting of the POLEX panel was held
at the National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boul-
der, Colorado, June 8 and 9, 1973. Space satellite imag-
ing programs were reviewed and Canada's participation
in POLEX was discussed. Five working groups were es-
tablished to draft elements of the U.S. portion of an
international POLEX program: (1) numerical modeling
experiments (Dr. W. L. Gates, convener); (2) physical
processes in the atmosphere and at the boundary layer
(Dr. N. Untersteiner, convener); (3) heat balance of
the polar oceans (Dr. D. J . Baker, convener); (4) polar
climatology record (Dr. W. J . Campbell, convener); (5)
meteorological observations in the polar regions to sat-
isfy the first GARP objective (Dr. W. W. Kellogg, con-
vener).

The panel on geology and solid earth geophysics met
on November 16 and 17, 1972, at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison, to prepare their report on antarctic
research.

As a result of the IARCC request for the CPR to review
its 5-year plan for arctic research, an organizational
meeting of an advisory group was held in Seattle,
Washington, on May 10, 1973, to establish guidelines,
assignments, and schedules for the task.

The first meeting of the permafrost study group was
held in Seattle, Washington, on June 12 and 13, 1973.
The study group will conduct a broad review of perma-
frost research, evaluate its adequacy, and identify scien-
tific problems and areas that deserve attention. A work
plan and, schedule was developed; a final report is ex-
pected by the end of 1973.

Antarctic Map Folio Series
VIVIAN C. BUSHNELL

Research Publications
American Geographical Society

Of the 19 folios planned for the Antarctic Map Folio
Series, 17 have been published. Folio 17, "Marine sedi-
ments of the southern oceans," appeared in June and-
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was described in the May-June 1973 Antarctic Journal

( p. 143).
Work on Folio 18, Antarctic mammals," is in prog-

ress. The folio will include maps and statistical graphs
on whales and whaling, contributed by W. H. Dawbin,
S. G. Brown, and the Scott Polar Research Institute, with
a discussion of whale distribution, by N. A. Mackintosh.
A number of seal distribution maps have been compiled
by Albert Erickson and his colleagues, using data from
the literature and from recent seal-population studies
carried out under National Science Foundation grants to
the University of Minnesota. Robert L. Brownell, Jr.
contributed distributional maps and a discussion of
dolphins and other smaller antarctic Odontocetes. Folio
18 is scheduled to be published by mid-197i.

Folio 19, devoted to the history of exploration and
scientific investigation in the Antarctic, tentatively is
scheduled to appear in 1975. It will include material
compiled primarily by the staff of the American Geo-
graphical Society, with an introductory text by Henry
M. Dater. For many years he was Chief of the History
and Research Division, U.S. Naval Support Force, Ant-
arctica.

in use. Several cases in which expeditions had applied
different names to the same feature were resolved by
ACAN through consultation and correspondence with
name authorities of other countries.

The GND continued to be a clearing house for antarctic
names information, responding to hundreds of inquiries
and editing charts, reports, and other materials submitted
for verification of spelling and application of names.
Research leading to development of original names for
new U.S. Geological Survey maps of the Hobbs and
Ruppert Coasts of Marie Byrd Land was undertaken. To
date, names have been provided for 81 new shaded relief
maps in the U.S. Geological Survey 1:250,000 scale
Antarctica Reconnaissance Series, and 6 in the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey 1:500,000 scale Sketch Map Series.
ACAN membership underwent uncommon change dur-

ing the year with the resignations of Kenneth J. Bertrand,
member since 1947 and chairman since 1962, and Her-
man R. Friis, member since 1957. The Secretary of the
Interior appointed Walter R. Seelig, Commander Kelsey
B. Goodman, U.S. Navy, and Morton J . Rubin, as new
members of the Committee. They join the current chair-
man, Henry M. Dater, and Albert P. Crary. Meredith
F. Burrill, executive secretary of the Board on Geographic
Names and long affiliated with ACAN work, retired and
was succeeded by Richard R. Randall.

Antarctic geographic nomenclature

FRED G. ALBERTS

Geographic Names Division
Defense Mapping Agency Topographic Center

Approval was given last year to antarctic geographic
names that had been applied by expeditions of Australia,
New Zealand, Norway, the Soviet Union, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. Physical features to
which the names were applied were researched in the
Geographic Names Division (GND), Defense Mapping
Agency Topographic Center, to establish the facts of
discovery, mapping and initial naming, the appropriate-
ness of a given name, and the extent to which usage may
have become established. Official standardizing actions
were taken by the Board on Geographic Names and the
Secretary of the Interior, on the basis of information
developed by the GND research and upon recommenda-
tions of the Advisory Committee on Antarctic Names
(ACAN).

Problems ranged from determining proper application
of names to choosing between multiple names for a fea-
ture or alternative generic terms. Avoided were unduly
long names, names suggested for ephemeral or transi-
tional ice features, and names identical to those already

The computerized polar bibliographic
data base at the Library of Congress

GEZA T. THURONYL

Science and Technology Division
Library of Congress

The Antarctic Bibliography (AB) now is being pro-
duced entirely from a computerized bibliographic data
base. Production of 3x5-inch cards has been discon-
tinued and current-awareness service is provided through
a monthly bulletin, Current Antarctic Literature (CAL).
Each issue of this bulletin contains 100 to 150 biblio-
graphic citations with abstracts, arranged in 13 subject
categories as in the AB. Author and subject indexes are
provided periodically (two have been issued, covering
CAL numbers 1 to 5 and 6 to 10, respectively; in the
future they may be quarterly, each covering three issues).

The 1,444 citations and abstracts contained in CAL
numbers 1 to 10 (September 1972 to June 1973), to-
gether with 800 items issued earlier, in card form, will
constitute Volume 6 of the AB. This represents a depart-
ure from the earlier practice of publishing a new volume
whenever there were 2,000 completed abstracts. In the
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